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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW EMBODIES 4 
TYPES OF PROTECTION:

Patents– Right to exclude others from making, using, or selling an 
invention (20 years)

Copyrights– Exclusive right to copy, modify, perform, display, and 
distribute copies (Author’s life + 70 years)

Trade Secrets– Right to control the disclosure and use of secret 
information (potentially infinite)

Trademarks/Service Marks– Protection from confusingly similar 
marks denoting the origin of goods (renewable every 10 years)
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REVIEW OF PATENT RIGHTS

Federal Policy – promote commercialization

Rights in patents – involves inventions not technical data and 
software such as engineering drawings and source code (trade 
secrets)

“Subject inventions” are those inventions in the course of 
performing a “funding agreement” that are or may be patentable.

Contractor may elect to retain title to any “subject invention”
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GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS

Nonexclusive, nontransferable, worldwide irrevocable, paid-up 
license to practice (or have practiced) for the Government (“USG”)

Additional right to sublicense under treaties or international 
agreements (governmental/international entities) 

But, USG gets title if contractor fails to disclose, to elect, or to 
pursue patent 
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CONTRACTOR LICENSE RIGHTS

 If USG gets title, contractor’s rights are:

Failure to elect or pursue patent:

Revocable, nonexclusive, paid up license to include subsidiaries and 
affiliates and the right to sublicense 

Not transferable absent approve of CO

Revocable or modifiable to achieve practical application

Failure to disclose invention

Forfeiture of all rights
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AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT

Generally, USG authorizes patent use by contractors and consents to 
be sued for patent use (FAR 52.227-1)

For commercial items, USG requires that contractors indemnify it 
(FAR 52.227-3)
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TECHNICAL DATA: FAR vs. DFARS

Data rights rules govern trade secret and copyright protection

Unlike other procurement rules, DFARS and FAR data rights rules are 
different

 The rights and allocation rules are different

 The standard contract clauses are different
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TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA

Contractor remains the owner of the TD and can use the TD freely 
unless specifically restricted

Government obtains a license

Types of rights are:

Unlimited Rights (UR)

Government Purpose Rights (GPR)

Limited Rights (LR)

Specifically Negotiated License Rights (SNLR)

Prior Government Rights
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TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA –
UNLIMITED RIGHTS

USG can use or disclose the TD for any purpose, even to publicly 
publish

USG can grant third parties the same broad rights in TD

However, third parties cannot use UR TD unless they have been 
granted rights by the USG

USG can make UR TD available for any use by any party outside the 
USG 

Contractors cannot charge the USG for the right to use UR TD
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TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA –
GOVERNMENT PURPOSE RIGHTS

GPR are listed as a named category only in DFARS

USG can use GPR TD within the USG without restriction

USG can authorize third parties to use GPR TD for any Government 
purpose

Primarily this means for reprocurement purposes

Contractors cannot charge the USG for the rights to use GPR TD, but 
the TD are protectable in the commercial market
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TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA –
LIMITED RIGHTS

LR TD may be used or reproduced within the USG

LR TD may not be disclosed outside the USG

LR TD may not be used for manufacturing

DFARS permits use, subject to notification of contractor, outside the 
USG to:

Emergency repair/overhaul

Foreign governments

Support contractors with restrictions and notification

FAR permits outside uses as listed in the contract 11



TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA –
SPECIFICALLY NEGOTIATED LICENSE RIGHTS

May be any rights that are negotiated by the parties

USG may not negotiate rights for itself that are less than limited 
rights 
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TYPES OF RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA – PRIOR 
GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

This is not a listed category of rights in the FAR/DFARS

Nevertheless, if the USG has acquired rights in TD under a prior 
contract, the same rights will apply to later delivery of the same 
data.  Example:  

USG acquires UR in Drawing X under Contract No. 1 

Drawing X was not a deliverable under Contract No. 1 (or USG lost 
the drawing)

Drawing X is a deliverable under Contract No. 2

USG still has UR in Drawing X when delivered under Contract No. 
2
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HOW ARE RIGHTS DETERMINED?

The FAR and DFARS have different methods for deciding what rights 
the USG gets:

DOD (DFARS):  To what extent did the USG pay for development 
of the underlying item, component, or process?

Civilian Agencies (FAR):  What did the contract require the 
contractor to develop?
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HOW ARE RIGHTS DETERMINED? – UNLIMITED 
RIGHTS

DFARS:  TD pertaining to items, components, or processes 
developed entirely with USG funds

FAR:  TD pertaining to items, components, or processes first 
produced in performing a contract

Certain types of TD are always UL.  Examples:

Form, fit and function data

Manuals/training materials for installation, operation, routine 
maintenance, or repair
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HOW ARE RIGHTS DETERMINED? –
GOVERNMENT PURPOSE RIGHTS

DFARS: GPR applies when the underlying item, component, or 
process was developed with mixed funding.  Mixed funding means:

Developed with USG funds and private expense 

The contract does not require development or manufacture of 
the item, component, or process

FAR:  Cosponsored research and development where the contractor 
makes a substantial contribution, if the parties’ respective 
contributions aren’t readily segregable
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HOW ARE RIGHTS CATEGORIES APPLIED? –
LIMITED RIGHTS

USG obtains LR in TD when:

DFARS:  The underlying item, component, or process was developed 
exclusively at private expense

FAR: The underlying item, component, or process: 

Was not developed in the performance of a contract, and

Was developed at private expense
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RIGHTS IN SOFTWARE – DIFFERENCES FROM 
TECHNICAL DATA

Limited Rights category does not apply to software (only TD).

Software has a separate category called Restricted Rights (RR).  USG 
may:

Use with only one computer CPU or terminal at a time, not time-
shared

Transfer to another agency computer

Make copies for archive, backup, or modification 

Modify software

Disclose to service contractors to correct deficiencies or modify 
for urgent tactical situations

Disclose to contractors for emergency repair or                    
overhaul 18



WHEN DOES USG GET RIGHTS IN SOFTWARE?

USG gets UR in:

Software developed exclusively with USG funds

All deliverable software documentation

Corrections/changes to SW or SW documentation furnished by 
USG

Software after GPR rights expire

Software is “developed” when tested enough to demonstrate to 
persons skilled in the art that it can reasonably be expected to 
perform its intended purpose

SW documentation is “developed” when written in any medium
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MARKING REQUIREMENTS

TD/SW delivered without legends are UR data

Contractors must mark data with legends exactly per FAR/DFARS 
requirements

DoD proposals must identify which data will be delivered with 
restrictions on use

For TD, legends must be on the technical data

For SW, legends should be on the software, in source code, in 
software documentation, on packaging (but cannot interfere with 
operation of SW for combat or simulated combat)
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CLAUSES TO AVOID (1)

FAR 52.227-17 – Special Works

USG gets UR in all data delivered regardless of funding

Limits contractor’s use of data to performance of the contract 
absent USG approval

Restrict rights to copyright assertion

FAR 52.227-16 – Additional Data

USG may require delivery of any TD/SW first produced or 
specifically used in performance of the contract
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CLAUSES TO AVOID (2)

DFARS 252.227-7027 – Deferred Ordering

USG may require delivery of any TD/SW generated in performance of 
the contract  

“Rogue” agency clauses
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BEST PRACTICES – PATENT RIGHTS

Determine whether there is a “subject invention”.

Timely disclose to USG.

Timely elect title.

Timely prosecute patent.
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BEST PRACTICES – PROPOSALS (1)

Before submitting a proposal or signing a contract, task order, or 
modification, review all data rights clauses, both FAR/DFARS and 
agency clauses.

Take exception to “nonstarters.”  Taking exception may eliminate a 
contractor from a competitive procurement.

Before proposing on a contract, contractors should ensure that they 
do not have any ongoing inhouse development effort for the same 
work.

 In every RFP where there will be IP considerations, carefully     
review the scope of work in the SOW. 24



BEST PRACTICES – PROPOSALS (2)

Negotiate delivery requirements carefully (e.g., avoid delivery of source 
code and software tools used in performance).

Negotiate with DoD “specifically negotiated license rights” when 
appropriate.

Give special attention in proposals to the table delineating which TD and 
CS will be delivered with other than UR.
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BEST PRACTICES – FUNDING (1)

Strategic planning in advance is crucial to protecting and maximizing 
the contractor’s rights in TD and CS.

The scope of each development activity in the SOW should be 
specific and narrow.

Do not overlap internal development with an existing USG 
contractual requirement for the same work.

Use private expense (including indirect cost pools or IR&D) for the 
core development or modification of products (end items), 
processes, and SW, whenever possible.
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BEST PRACTICES – FUNDING (2)

Fund individual components privately where possible (doctrine of 
segregability).

When products (end items) cannot be developed entirely at private 
expense strategically develop particular key components.

Modifications to product design require the same precautions.

Maintain and upgrade core components using private funding.
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BEST PRACTICES – MARKING (1)

Use the required legends exactly as they are required (or data becomes 
UR data) on all deliverables with other than UR.

For software, use redundancy in placing legends

On Documentation

 In code

On cover letter

On firmware
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BEST PRACTICES – MARKING (2)

For noncommercial CS:

Only way to restrict Government use, modification, reproduction, 
release, performance, display, or disclosure is by appropriately using 
restrictive markings.

Exception – for CS to be used in combat or simulated combat, the display 
of markings may not interfere with or delay of the CS.
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BEST PRACTICES – RECORDS (1)

Maintain detailed records to justify restrictive legends used on TD 
and CS.

Have an accounting system to track development costs at private 
expense vs. in performing a contract.

Create separate charge accounts for each development project.

Track the technical development effort.  If the direction deviates 
from the initial scope, the contractor’s situation must be re-
analyzed.
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BEST PRACTICES– RECORDS (2)

Track development costs with technical work performed in development 
and modifications. 

Do not destroy (ever) technical and accounting development records.
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BEST PRACTICES - COMMUNICATIONS

All communications with customer and subcontractors should go through 
a single point of contact.

Avoid unmonitored written engineer to engineer communications.
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BEST PRATICES - VALIDATION

Government may require contractor to justify restrictive markings 
placed on data.

Be prepared to submit a written response with substantiating data.

Government can challenge markings if there is no response.

Government may unilaterally change unsubstantiated contractor 
markings.
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BEST PRACTICES - DELIVERY

Do not deliver any TD or CS that is not a required deliverable. 

Negotiate compensation in return for additional deliverables. 

Take note of (and be prepared to object to) clauses that require 
additional deliverables (52.227-17 Additional Data and 252.227-7027 
Deferred Ordering).
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BEST PRACTICES - SUBCONTRACTS

Assure that only the appropriate data rights clauses are in each 
subcontract.

Primes should minimize private funds used to fund subcontractor 
development 

 If private funding of a subcontractor effort is needed, primes should wall 
this effort off from the prime contract SOW and enter into a commercial 
contract with the subcontractor

Don’t use FAR/DFARS clauses

Use standard commercial IP terms, e.g. “work for hire” 
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SUMMARY

An ounce of prevention . . . strategic planning with counsel

Scope/timing of contracts

Scope of development of internal projects

Record of technical/accounting development 

Proper legends 

. . . is worth a pound of cure.
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